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Instructions to the authors
Manuscripts
for publication should be written in English, French or German and typed (double
spacing) with ample margins. Two copies of the manuscript should be sent to:
The Editorial Committee
Commentarii Mathematici Univ. St. Pauli
Department of Mathematics, Rikkyo University
Nishi-Ikebukuro, Tokyo 171–8501, Japan
Submitted copies will not be returned.
We welcome manuscripts prepared in TEX (LATEX, AMS-TEX, etc.). When papers
written in TEX are accepted, the authors will be requested to send the text file to
the above address.
Electronic submissions are also admitted. Please send a pdf file by e-mail to:
editor@rikkyo.ac.jp
Proofs
Authors receive only one set of galley proofs for corrections. Joint authors should
indicate on the manuscript which of them should receive the proof if the manuscript
is accepted.
Off-prints
Each author receives gratis 50 off-prints and one issue containing the work. (Joint
authors receive 50 off-prints together.) Additional copies or covers are available at
cost; consult with the Printer:
Kokusai Bunkensha
332–6, Yamabukicho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162–0801, Japan
